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NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Match the toots and resources with the features they provide.

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
VisioCafe = 4 HPE SAN Design Reference Guide = 1 HPE Storage
Sizing Tool = 3 HPE Single Point of Connectivity Knowledge = 2

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following differentiates ARP poisoning from a MAC
spoofing attack?
A. ARP poisoning uses unsolicited ARP replies.
B. ARP poisoning overflows a switch's CAM table.
C. MAC spoofing uses DHCPOFFER/DHCPACK packets.
D. MAC spoofing can be performed across multiple routers.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
How are endpoint location and identity mapping learned in an
ACI fabric?
A. Leaf nodes report endpoint addresses to the ARC using COOP.
B. VMM reports virtual machine creation to spine and leaf
nodes.
C. Addresses of all hosts that are attached to the ACI fabric
are programmed through the API.
D. Learning occurs through APIC mapping, VMM mapping, DHCP
forwarding, ARP/GARP learning, and data plane learning.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: VMM programs (location, identity) mapping
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